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Providence Christian School 
Box 240, Monarch, AB, T0L 1M0 
403-381-4418  Fax: 403-381-4428 
admin@pcsmonarch.com   www.pcsmonarch.com 

 
 

Accountability and Assurance Framework  
Education Plan 2021/2024  
 
Message from the Board Chair  
 

Providence Christian School has continued to be blessed with growth in our school, not only in numbers but also 
in the strength of our staff and students. We see again and again that the Christian School is an important component 
of the triad of learning provided to our children, namely home, church and school. Our children spend many hours 
under the guidance and instruction of Christian teachers, and also learn to interact with one another in a Christian 
manner, as they grow up in our Christian School environment. How important this experience is!  
“Show me Thy ways, O LORD; teach me thy paths. Lead me in thy truth, and teach me... What man is he that feareth 
the Lord? Him shall the Lord teach in the way that he shall choose. His soul shall dwell at ease; and his seed shall 
inherit the earth.” (Psalm 25)  

 
This 2021 Accountability and Assurance report follows the spirit and direction of the Alberta Education assurance 

model. We treasure the opportunity to reflect on our students’ achievement and to assess the unique goals and 
priorities that are important to our parents and community.  
 
Bill Pas,      
Board Chair.  
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Local and Societal Context 
 
A Profile of the School Authority 
 

Providence Christian School follows a ‘society run’ model. School society members elect a school board, which 
oversees the hiring of teachers and administrators and monitors the effective operation of the school.  
Members of the society are people who agree on the standards specified in the society constitution. The common 
ground among them is the shared Christian worldview gained from the Protestant Reformation of the early 1500s. 
This worldview is expressed in particular in The Bible: The Holy Scriptures of the Old and New Testament, which is 
considered to be the infallible guide for faith and practise. These Scriptures are confessed to be the Word of God, as 
summarized and expressed in historic creeds of the Reformed churches, such as the Belgic Confession of Faith, the 
Westminster Confession of Faith, the Heidelberg Catechism, The Canons of Dordt, and other Reformed creeds. 
 
Documents such as constitution, bylaws, education creed, graduate profile, etc. are posted on the school website: 
www.pcsmonarch.com) or available from school administration. 
 
Foundation Statements 
 
Mission and Mandate: 

The mission of the Providence Christian School Board, in collaboration with the Providence Christian School 
Society, is to further the cause of Christian education in general and, more particularly, to conduct in its own 
community a school system which will provide a weekday Christian instruction and education which the applicants 
deem necessary for covenant children in order that such children may be true Christians and occupy their places in 
society, church, and state in a worthy manner.  All curricular requirements of the Department of Education in the 
Province of Alberta are fulfilled, and all institutional and physical facility requirements are met.  
 
Vision: 

Providence Christian School is a Christian day-school which offers Alberta Curriculum from a Christian perspective 
in order to train students to become responsible citizens who are true Christians and who will occupy their places in 
society, church and state in a worthy manner.  
 
Belief: 

Providence Christian School was set up for committed Christian parents who are intent to maintain Christian 
nurture for their children in their formal education. We seek to be obedient to God’s command to pass onto the next 
generation His decrees, laws and mighty deeds (Deuteronomy 6 and Psalm 78).  We believe that home and school 
must work closely together to educate children so that what is taught and believed in the home is reinforced at school.  
Since we believe that children are image bearers of God, we seek to have them educated in a safe, secure and caring 
environment where they are respected and valued.  Our aim is to develop within the students strong reading, writing 
and math skills so they are able to analyze data, develop ideas and inferences in order to become discerning thinkers.  
We strongly believe that sound Christ-centered education is an essential building block of our society’s future.  
 
Education at PCS is shaped by the traditional themes of our Reformed Christian heritage: 
- study of all of God's creation and intent for mankind, 
- realization of the significant consequences of man's fall into sin, 
- hope in the changing power of God's act of redemption in Jesus, by which we learn to be the faithful instruments 

through which God brings restoration to His fallen world. 
 

The character of education at PCS is illustrated by the metaphor of the journey which moves humanity from the 
beginning of time to the end of time, from the perfection of the Garden of Eden, through the brokenness of this world, 
to the perfection of the City of God. 
 
Trends and Issues 

Our local vision priorities are focused on ‘knowing and telling our own story’ in the context of the larger stories of 
our communities, on ‘transformational learning’ and on ‘formative activities’. These priorities stem from a worldview 
and teaching methodology that is not merely informative but transformative. Education at PCS is shaped by the 
traditional themes of our Reformed Christian heritage: study of God's Creation and intent for mankind; realization of 
the significant consequences of man's Fall into sin; hope in the changing power of God's act of Redemption in Jesus; 
desire to be the faithful instruments by which God brings Restoration to His fallen world, and the hope for His 
completion of that restorative work at the close of time. 
The transformational worldview is not content with the way things are. It knows that God is Lord over all things and 
recognizes that all is not right with God’s world because of human sin. In our Christian school we, therefore, not only 
reveal God in all things but also guide our students in their calling to respond with actions that show gratitude for His 
care and gifts. Our Education Committee and board have encouraged staff to develop greater understanding of the 
classroom implications of ‘Teaching for Transformation’. 
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We are particularly happy to see that the vast majority of parents, students, and staff highly value PCS for the safe 
and caring learning environment that it provides for the students. Care and safety for our students is indeed a 
significant priority for us that is rooted in our core beliefs. The desire to educate students in an environment that is 
safe, caring, and inclusive, stems from the deeply held belief among the school’s supporting community that all 
students are created equal before God and made in His image. The parent and school community see it as a high 
calling that students and adults alike live as responsible disciples of Christ who honour God and are a blessing to their 
communities and environment. As such, it is of great importance that each member of the community be recognized 
for his/her gifts, abilities, character, and nature, and be encouraged in every struggle. 
 

The year 2021 / 2022 was a year that forced us to focus on our priorities. We worked hard to maintain high 
standards and improve stability and continuity of staffing and instructional quality. We saw significant growth in 
student enrolment and foresee continued growth, especially in the elementary school grades. At the AGM in the 
Spring the school board discussed with the parents, what course to chart for the coming years of growth. The parents 
and board envision a school with improved emphasis on academic standards, greater recognition of the value of 
sports and off-campus activities, single grades throughout, a good variety of academic and CTS course choices at the 
high school, and more emphasis on the practice of caring and empathetic living. To that end the board decided to 
expand the staff to end combined class arrangements for core grade 1-9 subjects and split next year’s Kindergarten 
into two groups. The intention for the future is to hire experienced staff to fill new and changing positions and to 
enable the current staff to grow professionally. This is one of the best ways to support student growth and 
achievement and improve the quality of the school program.  
 
Reasons for gratitude.  

The school organization and educational program is functioning well.  There is an atmosphere of collegiality and 
cooperation amongst staff, parents, board, and students. The staff continues to work collaboratively as a team.  

The staff team is involved in various professional development activities such as a two-day teachers' convention, 
curriculum development training following the 'Teaching for Transformation' model, regular Friday Professional 
Development days, workshops, sharing of professional readings, etc. The teachers are encouraged in their work by 
the support they receive from board and parents. They are a dedicated group of professionals who often go the extra 
mile in order to help their students succeed. 

Our Special Education program continues to be a significant part of our student support system. The quality of the 
student support remained constant. We really appreciate the work of the Special Education coordinator, the 
dedication of the Educational Assistants and the support of the parents. We are able to see the effect of their work in 
the academic progress of many of these children. We were thankful for the government funding to deal with learning 
loss issues that resulted from the time of COVID restrictions. Our testing at the year’s start and finish indicates 
significant positive results from that work. The Green Certificate program continues to be a success amongst our 
Senior High School students.  They typically do very well in this program. Based on the successes of the past years 
we are expanding our Off-Campus program. Both students and employers express great satisfaction with the 
opportunities and quality of the program. Additionally, we are initiating dual credit course enrolments for some of our 
high school students. The athletic department plans to get back to organizing sports teams for volleyball, basketball, 
badminton, cross-country, track-and-field and ball hockey at the junior and senior levels. Our very successful annual 
outdoor ball hockey tournament was back on the schedule for this year again and our students did well in provincial 
tournaments. Our student council continues to be a valuable and expanding source to our school. Additionally, a 
group of students initiated a student political action club. Students and staff were happy with the return of students’ 
organized hot lunches, monthly dress-up days, concession sales at our annual ball hockey tournament, etc. Our 
House System functioned well throughout the year and involved the students in friendly competitions. There were 
academical and physical challenges and activities to appeal to the various student abilities and preferences. Several 
service activities challenged our students to volunteer their time and talents in service of people or causes that asked 
their empathy and care.   
 
Strategies for growth. 

We want our students to grow and our school culture to continually become more positive and enabling. We aim to 
development the culture of care, respect and fairness through staff training, development of policies, further 
consensus on standards, and enforcement of high expectations. We believe that consistent focus on themes of the 
‘Biblical through Lines’, ‘Journey Metaphor’, and ‘Character development’ will help us advance that goal. 

We affirm the commitment of all education partners to collaboration and shared responsibility for the success of all 
learners. Facilitated collaboration among all education partners will help to reduce barriers that interfere with students' 
ability to be successful learners and have a meaningful place in the school community. We have scheduled 
professional development mornings to further the development of staff competence in understanding and responding 
to the strengths and needs of individual learners, and to better respond to the particular needs of Special Needs 
students. For this purpose, we also maintain our custom of weekly staff meeting prayer times for students and 
situations that present special concerns and needs.  

Developing staff competence in dealing with situations of potential stress, conflict, or threat, is another priority for 
us. We engage staff in regular collaboration and sharing in regard to real or potential conflict situations. We maintain 
and enhance the availability of a professional counselor to whom students can turn when they express the need to do 
so. 
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We aim to improve support for Special Needs students, by further developing the ability of the Special Needs 
coordinator to identify particular needs of Special Needs students, to arrange for Special Needs programs, and to 
direct and monitor the work of the Educational Assistants who work with Special Needs students. 

We are working hard to maintain and improve effective communication with parents and society membership by 
means of weekly newsletters, frequent website updates and email send-outs. We have used online surveys very 
successfully in the past year and intend to do so more in the coming year. This is a great way to give the supporting 
community a sense of ownership and involvement in the affairs of the school. We strive to have many parents 
informed and involved in many aspects of the school (board, committees, and volunteers). Besides the annual society 
meetings, here is opportunity for parents and members to be involved in decision making by communicating issues 
pro-actively and timely and by providing multiple avenues for input. 

The school conducts regularly scheduled parent/teacher conferences throughout the year and utilizes surveys to 
solicit input on specific topics. The school builds on the popularity of regularly scheduled open-house and grandparent 
events and encourages wide community participating in the year-end celebration of the graduation of our grade 12 
students. Additionally, PCS provides consistent information and transparency about High School course choices.  

PCS makes it a priority to employ and enable a competent staff because that is the best way to provide a quality 
education. We create and encourage professional development opportunities to help teachers stay current and further 
develop their competency. During those learning times we develop a deeper understanding of the character of 
education at PCS as it is illustrated by the metaphor of the journey which moves humanity from the beginning of time 
to the end of time, from the perfection of the Garden of Eden, through the brokenness of this world, to the perfection 
of the City of God. 

As part of our distinct methodology we continue our curricular emphases on ‘Through Lines’ and ‘Formational 
Experiences’, and on further developing our students’ attributes of service and responsible action. We work to develop 
and improve personal character, skills, and attitudes such as good work ethic, ownership, responsibility, and care. We 
maintain and strengthen local vision priorities that are focused on ‘transformational learning and formative activities’. 
Throughout the grades we aim to create opportunities for our students where they can learn and apply that faith and 
knowledge leads to acts of gratitude and responsible action. 
 
Future Challenges. 

We enjoy stable student enrolment numbers, and we anticipate further steady increase in enrolment in the coming 
years. As the building process of our organization is ongoing our class sizes are changing. High School classes are 
increasing in size year over year, and the class size averages are becoming higher throughout the grades. By the 
beginning of the 2022 school year the school population will have doubled from the 2013 count nine years earlier. 
Last year, however, we saw more students drop out and more course failures at the end of the year, than we had 
experienced for some years. We do believe that focus on overall quality of education and learning environment is an 
effectiveness strategy to minimize that and to instead encourage school completion and organizational growth. We 
trust that a reputation of competent teaching and the work of our committees and board will continue to improve our 
school’s profile and appeal in the community. We believe that offering an increasing variety of course options and 
electives will continue to improve the appeal to students to join and stay in our school through the end of grade 12. 
Expansion of our off-campus programs, sports teams, visual arts courses, and choir / music options will be very 
important to achieve that goal. 

Community stability is an essential condition for student success. Coming out of the COVID years it will be 
important that the students have hope and realistic expectations of positive accomplishments. Student achievement 
must remain high. New opportunities leading to greater school enjoyment, student engagement, and greater sports 
team involvement must be evident as tangible results of improved facilities and community investment in the school’s 
success. We feel the weight of the challenge of developing good athletic programs and artistic programs that will 
motivate our students and give them experiences of success that can help them in their academic challenges. 

We are very aware that improving student and community attitudes towards academics is not easy to achieve. 
The stresses of our time make a lengthy period of academic study unattractive for most of our students. We have an 
unsatisfying records of poor student retention in good educational programs that suite their gifts and abilities. We 
have not yet broken the lure of the dollar that comes with the jobs our students find while they are in their final school 
years. It is hard for many to look beyond the available work of the moment to the possibilities of the future that can 
result from good High School completion and further study.  
 
This report. 

The Spring 2021 Alberta Education Assurance Measure Results Report was not very helpful to us because of the 
scarcity of information it contained.1 The Evaluation Measure summary column held no usable data. Within the details 
of the reporting some useful information could be deducted regarding citizenship, 5-year high school completion, 
education quality, and parental involvement. We’ve interacted with that data but otherwise have kept our observation 
general. 
 

 
 
1 Appendix 1 
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Student Growth and Achievement 
 

Comments on observed 
achievements and issues over 
the last year. 

The strategies that we laid out in 
previous years appear to be working, be 
it at a slower pace than we desire. Local 
and anecdotal observation give us 
confidence that we are setting our 
targets for PAT or Diploma results well 
and that we are making progress to 
achieve them.  

We are happy to see that our school completion rate remains good compared to provincial levels, but realize it is not as 
well as we would want it. It is difficult to see a trend when there are only 3 or 8 graduates. We are making the quality of the 
students’ experience of our educational program a priority with the expectation that that will increase the likelihood of having a 
100% completion rate as the school norm. 

We do believe that the school’s priority to offer a full slate of locally taught courses is making a difference. By doing so the 
students are offered a sound opportunity to continue to post-secondary studies, even if many do not choose to do so. The 
school board and school society are committed to this course of action, even though it is quite costly to teach small High 
School classes.  

It is very encouraging and gratifying to learn that teachers, parents and students are satisfied that PCS students model 
the characteristics of active citizenship. Not only does this speak well of the effectiveness of our emphases on 
‘Transformational Learning’, it also indicates a unity of purpose and perception among all of our stakeholders. We are excited 
about that and see it as a valuable vehicle to further develop our students’ attributes of service and responsible action. We 
feel that this confirms us in our priorities for developing skills and attitudes such as good work ethic, ownership, responsibility, 
and care.  We acknowledge the quality of our teachers’ instruction and the integrity of their personal modelling as a 
contributor. At the same time, we recognize that the school is not the sole contributor to a students’ positive or negative 
attributes of active citizenship. 
 
Strategies to achieve further growth 

We consider proficiency in literacy and numeracy a very high priority for our educational program. We are committed to 
early intervention at all grade levels, but especially in the primary grades, in order to provide a solid base for our students' 
learning and growth. To that end, we employ classroom aides and volunteers when we feel that students are falling behind in 
the acquisition of essential skills and knowledge. Our Special Ed coordinator works with the classroom teachers to monitor 
students' progress. Testing and specific evaluation is done when there are indications of the need of additional student 
support or remediation. We used the government provided testing materials to evaluate the extent of learning loss resulting 
from the pandemic instabilities. The results from those tests are guiding our planning for the Elementary grades in general 
and for some individual students in particular. 

We continue to reassess to what extent the PATs are the right vehicle to give us a credible measurement of our students’ 
achievements and growth. We gave close attention to the grade 9 ELA and Math standards during this year with the aim to 
give our students the best opportunity to achieve success in their grade 10 year. We have used internal evaluation methods 
to assess their growth.  

We continue to review and assess how we can best prepare our grade 12 students for their Diploma Exams. We are 
scheduling Professional Development collaboration with fellow teachers to discuss ways to enhance our student’s rate of 
success. We are also examining how to increase our student’s test taking habits/abilities and their awareness of the 
value/importance of taking tests well. We are looking at policy changes that will set minimum standard for exam performance 
and minimize the temptation for students to work only for the minimum passing grade.  

The quality of the students’ High School experience continues to be a priority for us, with the expectation that that will 
increase the likelihood of maintaining a 100% completion rate as the school norm. We want to afford all students the 
opportunity to continue to post-secondary studies by offering a full slate of locally taught courses. To that end we continually 
re-examine the feasibility of offering additional optional courses. 
 
Local goals and strategies 

The character of education at PCS is illustrated by the metaphor of the journey in which humanity travels through a 
broken world toward the perfection of the end of time. It is important to us that the students develop a clear understanding of 
this. Our curricular emphases on ‘Transformational Experiences’ and character development can help them with that. We are 
also working on the formulation of our students’ distinct attributes of service and responsible action. Those are intended to 
help them develop personal character, skills, and attitudes such as good work ethic, ownership, responsibility, and care.  
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High School 
Completion Rate 
(5 yr) 89.0 * n/a 86.2 85.3 84.8 Intermediate n/a n/a 
Citizenship 89.7 85.7 91.3 83.2 82.3 83.0 n/a n/a n/a 
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Teaching and Leading 
 

Comments on observed achievements 
and issues over the last year. 

It is very encouraging and gratifying to learn 
that our constituents rate the school program’s 
educational quality at about 87%, mostly on par 
with the provincial averages. Not only does this 
speak well of the effectiveness of our emphases 
on ‘Transformational Learning’, it also indicates a 
unity of purpose and perception among all of our 

stakeholders. We are thankful for that and see it as a valuable vehicle to further develop our students’ attributes of service 
and responsible action. We acknowledge the quality of our teachers’ instruction and the integrity of their personal modelling 
as a contributor. At the same time, we recognize that the school is not the sole contributor to a students’ positive or negative 
attributes of active citizenship. 

As a school community, we have recognized that for years we have been limited in numbers and space, to the extent that 
our program offerings have been limited as well. We are aware that teachers, parents and students are not completely 
satisfied with the opportunity for students to receive a broad program of studies including fine arts, career, technology, and 
health and physical education. It must be said that it has been impressive what the school has been able to do under the 
circumstances. Over the coming 3 to 5 years we plan to form larger groups and develop new programs. We are excited 
about the new possibilities, and we are confident that the broadening of program availabilities will be very positive for our 
current students and will attract new ones. 

The new Art Room / Science room have been in full use since the beginning of the year, enabling an expansion of 
programs and learning opportunities for the students. We restarted our choir program in a small way, but saw it grow quickly 
in size and quality, leading to a very successful benefit concert performance at the end of May. 
 
Strategies to achieve further growth 

The vision setting meeting of last Spring confirmed that school board and school society are committed to absorb the 
higher cost of teaching small classes with the expectation that this will provide quality education and provide students a better 
all-round education that is reflective of the needs in society and responsive to the students' own abilities. 

We continue to develop comprehensive programs for Visual Arts, Wood Working, Foods and Nutrition, Drama, Computer 
programming, Robotics, Choir, etc. and broaden the students’ understanding of the value of a wholesome, comprehensive 
education.  

To further develop teacher competence, we are continuing training in regard to collaborative learning strategies, project-
based learning, learning communities, ‘Teaching for Transformation’ strategies, the continued integration of technology, etc. 

While the teachers formulate their personal and shared growth plans quite extensively at the beginning of the year, we 
still struggle to carry through on the good goals and to assess progress. A teacher’s life is busy, and our four-day schedule 
does not allow for much opportunity during regular weeks to think beyond the prep, teaching, and marking routines. 
 
Local goals and strategies 

We strive to provide for all academic and non-academic needs and interests. At the High School level, all major course 
choices are available on a six-semester rotation basis. We are offering PE every year for every grade and various non-core 
subjects such as Home Economics, Woodworking Shop, Visual Arts, Choir, Music, Health, Information Technology, etc.  

We are involving our students in some programs that teach and enable them to speak and act with empathy and care for 
their neighbours and local First Nations. 

We continue to struggle with a cultural context that does not value academics, the arts, or other non-core subjects very 
highly.  PE may be somewhat the exception. The availability of our gymnasium is having a positive impact. The opportunity to 
have our sports teams practice and compete in our own facility is a great boost to the perception of an all-round program 
offering at PCS.  

We believe that the Professional Development work that staff is doing brings greater unity to our instructional program 
and should therefore result in greater consistency of program delivery and better student achievement. 
 
  

Measure Providence 
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Education 
Quality 86.9 90.9 93.7 89.6 90.3 90.2 n/a n/a n/a 
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Learning Supports 
Comment on observed achievements and issues over the last year. 

We had expected that survey results, coloured by an era of pandemic restrictions, would register lower levels of 
satisfaction with the safe and caring nature of our school. That was, however, not the case.  
Inclusion and respect are of great importance to us, so we set a high target for ourselves and our students. We note with 
gratitude that confidence in the school's level of care, respect and fairness is high and has remained so over the years. We 

believe this is largely due to the quality of 
student/teacher relationships, the presence of policies 
dealing specifically with bullying and inclusive 
practices, the clarification of high standards for 
behavioral expectations, the purposeful enforcement 
of those standards, and the purposeful increase of the 
profile of the Special Needs program. We believe that 
our emphasis on ‘Biblical through Lines’ in the 
curriculum, on the ‘Journey Metaphor’, and on 
‘Formational Experiences’ plays a positive role as 
well.  

 
Strategies to achieve further growth 

The school board and school society are committed to absorb the higher cost of teaching small classes with the 
expectation that this will provide quality education and provide students a better all-round education that is reflective of the 
needs in society and responsive to the students' own abilities. 

We continue to develop comprehensive programs for Visual Arts, Wood Working, Foods and Nutrition, Drama, Computer 
programming, etc. and broaden the students’ understanding of the value of a wholesome, comprehensive education. 
 
Local goals and strategies 

We are also working on the formulation of our students’ distinct attributes of service and responsible action. Those are 
intended to help them develop personal character, skills, and attitudes such as good work ethic, ownership, responsibility, 
and care. We cannot oversee yet how much of a role a ‘character development’ program can play in our total effort of 
Christian education, but we have high hopes that it can take root in a practical way that rings true for the students and has 
integrity to make a difference in their personal character growth.   

At the same time, we keep an eye on future possibilities to take students out of their classroom comfort zone into the 
community to learn to contribute real life value to real life needs. Learning to care for others and to honour others for their gifts 
and blessings needs to be done in community. Coming September we eagerly return to teaching our students to live well 
within the community which their Creator has given them. 
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Safe and 
Caring 90.7 90.4 n/a 87.8 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
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Governance 
As a Christian community we hold to the view that God’s children do not own the world but live in it as stewards 

and caretakers. We do not really own the things which we say are ours. Personal property and wealth really belong to 
God and it is given to us temporarily, on loan, to use to His glory and to the benefit of others. If we live well as 
Christians, we are not a selfish people but a giving and sharing community. Our money and time and abilities are not 
ours, but they belong to our Father Creator. He generously let us live in His world, use His resources, work with His 
children and enjoy His creation. The parents who support our school society desire to live that same sense of 
stewardship and service and to apply it in the operation of the school organization. We are thankful for God’s blessing 
on our work. ‘Unless the Lord builds the house, they who build it labor in vain...’  Psalm 127:1. 

The governance structure that gives shape to this view enables the parents to be involved in board elections, 
board committees, society general meetings, volunteer activities, etc. AGMs are held twice a year. Board and school 
administration provide extensive information during those meetings. In the spring the society membership elects new 
board members to 4 year positions. Parents serve on various board committees for Education, Curriculum, Finance, 
etc. 
 
Budget Summary 2022 / 2023 
 
• Funding is spent as per the budget and approval by 

the board. 
• Revenue from Alberta government and parents’ 

fees is expected to be stable because of firm 
projected enrollment.   

 
Comments: 
• The Audited Financial Statements for the 

2021/2022 school year are available at the school 
office or by contacting the treasurer. They include 
detailed information about revenues and 
expenditures. 

• The chart on the right provides a summary of the 
2022/2023 budget.  Detailed information is available 
from the treasurer of Providence Christian School 
Society.  

• We have budgeted a deficit for 2022/2023; the 
surplus from prior years will cover this shortfall.  

• We are very thankful and show great appreciation 
for the support we receive from Alberta Education, 
and we pray for continued support in the years to 
come.   

 
Capital and Facilities Projects 
• No major improvements are planned for this year. 
 
Summary of Facility and Capital Plans 
• Fundraisers take place throughout the year and we have been blessed with a generous community that donates to 

the needs of our school.  Through donations we have been able to pay down extra on the principal of our mortgage 
through the Christian Credit Union in Lethbridge. 

 
Parental Involvement. 
 

During COVID days parents made a great effort 
to support their children’s learning at home, but 
they released the children happily to the school 

last September to return to regular teacher-led instruction.  
Some parents had to re-evaluate their school involvement and support because of practical and financial 

circumstances. The school community will need time and distance to heal from the harm of the pandemic experience 
and get back to a position of charitable collaboration and trust. The level of parental involvement in decisions about 
the child's education is very gratifying. 

 
Board, staff and administration are very thankful for all the efforts of positive parental involvement in the school. 

They applaud and encourage the continuation of many opportunities for involvement: the governance positions on the 
board and committees, and the community participation in general membership meetings, surveys, and special 
events, and the many volunteer positions. Volunteers help to operate the library, they help in the classrooms, 

Revenue Summary  
      Alberta Government Grants  $      950,986 
      Tuition fees  $      585,765 
      Donations & Misc. Income  $      313,930    
Total Revenue  $  1,850,681    
Expense Summary  
      Instruction  $  1,320,579 
      Administration  $      174,281 
      Operation & Maintenance  $      251,381 
      Transportation  $      213,322    
Total Expenses  $  1,959,563   
Surplus(Deficit) of Revenue over 
Expenses  $   (108,882) 
  

Parental 
Involvement 83.3 88.4 94.6 79.58 81.8 81.4 n/a n/a n/a 
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participate in fundraising activities, sit on committees, do small maintenance work or help with bigger building projects. 
We appreciate the parents who faithfully attend and positively participate during bi-annual general school society 
meetings and open house projects. We are thankful for the sponsors who assist our High School students in their 
Green Certificate, Work Experience and Registered Apprenticeship Programs. We are especially grateful for the 
volunteers and donors who contributed time and financial support toward the school and the PCS Auxiliary for their 
substantial fundraising efforts. 
 

Accountability Statement 
 

The Education Plan for Providence Christian School commencing August 30th, 2021 was prepared under the direction of the 
Board of Directors in accordance with the responsibilities under the Private Schools Regulation and the Education Grants 
Regulation. This plan was developed in the context of the provincial government’s business and fiscal plans. The Board has 
used its performance results to develop the plan and is committed to implementing the strategies contained within the plan to 
improve student learning and results. 

The Board reviewed and approved the Education Plan for 2021/2224 on June 14, 2022. 
 
Timelines and Communication 
• This education plan is reviewed at the October 11, 2021 and the May 10, 2022 board meeting.  
• Highlights of the plan are provided to the school society at the November 24, 2022 School Society AGM. 
• The plan was posted on the website at http://www.pcsmonarch.com/albertaedreports.cfm on June 15th, 2022.  
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Appendix 1 
May 2021 Required Alberta Education Assurance Measures - Overall Summary 
  

Measure 

Providence Christian School Alberta Measure Evaluation 

Current 
Result 

Prev Year 
Result 

Prev 3 Year 
Average 

Current 
Result 

Prev Year 
Result 

Prev 3 Year 
Average Achievement Improvement Overall 

Student Learning 
Engagement 77.6 n/a n/a 85.6 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 

Citizenship 89.7 85.7 91.3 83.2 83.3 83.0 n/a n/a n/a 

3-year High School 
Completion * 87.8 88.4 83.4 80.3 79.6 * * * 

5-year High School 
Completion 89.0 * n/a 86.2 85.3 84.8 Intermediate n/a n/a 

PAT: Acceptable n/a n/a 54.0 n/a n/a 73.7 n/a n/a n/a 

PAT: Excellence n/a n/a 11.9 n/a n/a 20.3 n/a n/a n/a 

Diploma: Acceptable n/a n/a 67.9 n/a n/a 83.6 n/a n/a n/a 

Diploma: Excellence n/a n/a 4.3 n/a n/a 24.1 n/a n/a n/a 

Education Quality 86.9 90.9 93.7 89.6 90.3 90.2 n/a n/a n/a 

Welcoming, Caring, 
Respectful and Safe 
Learning Environments 
(WCRSLE) 

90.7 n/a n/a 87.8 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 

Access to Supports and 
Services 90.0 n/a n/a 82.6 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 

Parental Involvement 84.3 88.4 94.6 79.5 81.8 81.4 n/a n/a n/a 

 
Notes: 
1. Data values have been suppressed where the number of respondents/students is fewer than 6. Suppression is marked with an asterisk (*). 
2. The 2020/21 administration of the AEA survey was a pilot. The Citizenship measure was adjusted to reflect the introduction of the new AEA survey 
measures. In addition, participation in the survey was impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. Evaluations have not been calculated as 2020/21 survey 
results are not comparable with other years. 
3. Participation in the 2019/20 Diploma Exams was impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. In the absence of Diploma Exams, achievement level of 
diploma courses were determined solely by school-awarded marks. Caution should be used when interpreting high school completion rate results over 
time. 
4. The “N/A” placeholder for the “Current Result” for PAT and Diploma Exam measures are included until results can be updated in the Fall. 
5. Aggregated PAT results are based upon a weighted average of percent meeting standards (Acceptable, Excellence). The weights are the number of 
students enrolled in each course. Courses included: English Language Arts (Grades 6, 9, 9 KAE), Français (6e et 9e année), French Language Arts 
(6e et 9e année), Mathematics (Grades 6, 9, 9 KAE), Science (Grades 6, 9, 9 KAE), Social Studies (Grades 6, 9, 9 KAE). 
6. Participation in the Provincial Achievement Tests and Diploma Examinations was impacted by the fires in 2016 and 2019, as well as by the COVID-
19 pandemic in 2020. Caution should be used when interpreting trends over time. 
7. Aggregated Diploma results are a weighted average of percent meeting standards (Acceptable, Excellence) on Diploma Examinations. The weights 
are the number of students writing the Diploma Examination for each course. Courses included: English Language Arts 30-1, English Language Arts 
30-2, French Language Arts 30-1, Français 30-1, Mathematics 30-1, Mathematics 30-2, Chemistry 30, Physics 30, Biology 30, Science 30, Social 
Studies 30-1, Social Studies 30-2. 

5.  Participation in Provincial Achievement Tests was impacted by the fires in May to June 2016 and May to June 2019 and the COVID shut down 
of the Spring of 2020. Caution should be used when interpreting trends over time for the province and those school authorities affected by these 
events. 

6. Aggregated Diploma results are a weighted average of percent meeting standards (Acceptable, Excellence) on Diploma Examinations. The 
weights are the number of students writing the Diploma Examination for each course.  

7.  Participation in Diploma Examinations was impacted by the fires in May to June 2016 and May to June 2019 and the COVID shut down of the 
Spring of 2020. Caution should be used when interpreting trends over time for the province and those school authorities affected by these 
events. 

8.  Weighting of school-awarded marks in diploma courses increased from 50% to 70% in the 2015/16 school year. Caution should be used when 
interpreting trends over time. 

9.  2016 results for the 3-year High School Completion and Diploma Examination Participation Rates have been adjusted to reflect the correction of 
the Grade 10 cohort. 

10. Improvement evaluations are not calculated for school and school authority Drop Out and Rutherford Scholarship Eligibility rates. Starting in 
2019, an updated methodology was applied to more accurately attribute results in cases where students receive programming from more than 
one provider within a school year. Caution should be used when interpreting school and school authority results over time.  


